
Terms and Conditions WBHF Tokens v1.1 - may, 2020

1. These Terms and Conditions regulate the relationship established between
Global World Exchangers LLC, IN: 402082615, Georgia, Tbilisi, Marjanisvili str., N4
(hereinafter referred to as "POWERMINE") and the clients (hereinafter referred to
as the "Client") who have acquired through the platform owned by POWERMINE
www.powermine.net the products marketed on the aforementioned platform.

2. These Terms and Conditions must be read carefully and expressly accepted by
the POWERMINE Client who have acquired or wish to acquire WBHF tokens.

3. The product that POWERMINE sells through its platform
www.powermine.net consists of a virtual exchange token (called Token WBHF)
created by POWERMINE and whose acquisition gives the acquirer the right to
receive from POWERMINE 1 Token-BHF, based on blockchain technology, for every
1 PowerMine redemption virtual token.

4. POWERMINE guarantees to be the legitimate owner of 10 million
BHF-Tokens, an amount equal to the maximum WBHF tokens available in
POWERMINE, including the WBHF tokens destined for sale and the WBHF tokens
destined to the reward program in the “Staking” and “Residual Staking” bonuses, so
that the Client may acquire, through the exchange process described in these Terms
and Conditions, the legitimate ownership of as many BHF-Tokens as WBHF tokens
have acquired on the platform owned by POWERMINE, www.powermine.net.

5. The WBHF Tokens issued by POWERMINE have the sole purpose and
functionality to be exchanged for BHF-Tokens, with POWERMINE committing to
ensure the effective execution of the exchange of 1 WBHF Token for each 1
Token-BHF, regardless of unit value that may have at any time in its correspondence
with FIAT currency. The client expressly assumes and accepts that POWERMINE is
not responsible for variations in value that in this regard may occur on the specific
date of the effective execution of the exchange of WBHF Tokens for BHF-Tokens.

6. The Client, after registering on the www.powermine.net platform through the
system established by POWERMINE at any given time, may acquire WBHF Tokens
that will be deposited in their user back office in accordance with legal regulations.
The Client will have a balance of WBHF Tokens that they can consult at any time.
WBHF Tokens can only be used for the purpose described and stored in the Back
Office of each Client.

7. The acquisition of WBHF Tokens does not accept return or refund of the same
under any circumstances.

8. The issuance and / or cancellation of the commercialization of WBHF Tokens
is under the exclusive control and at the sole and absolute discretion of POWERMINE
being exclusively obliged to make available to the Client a number of BHF Tokens
equal to the number of WBHF Tokens that appear in its balance of user at all times.
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9. POWERMINE establishes a double reward system when acquiring WBHF
tokens on the POWERMINE platform, the first called “Staking” and the second
“Residual Staking”, described in the Compensation Plan available in the user's back
office at www.powermine.net. POWERMINE strongly recommends reading the
reward system before acquiring WBHF tokens..

10. The execution of the exchange of WBHF Tokens for Tokens-BHF will be
carried out with full submission to the rules specifically contemplated below, without
prejudice to the general provisions of these Terms and Conditions:

10.1. The exchange order will be executed through the POWERMINE in the
section dedicated to this purpose in the user's back office on the platform
www.powermine.net;

10.2. Within the validity period, the Client, in addition to exchanging WBHF
tokens for BHF Tokens owned by POWERMINE, may exchange WBHF tokens
for USDT tokens. The validity period of the exchange will be open for as long
as Powermine decides at the sole and absolute discretion, and Powermine
may close the validity period at any time and without prior notice. The closing
of the validity period can be partial or total, with POWERMINE being able to
maintain the exchange of WBHF tokens for BHF Tokens or the exchange of
WBHF tokens for USDT tokens if the closing is partial, or none if the closing is
total;

10.3. The exchange order will be ordered and executed by the Client through
his back office as user of the www.powermine.net platform on the date freely
chosen by the Client, always within the validity period of the exchange.
Outside the period of validity of the exchange, or if the period of validity of the
exchange is completely closed, it will be POWERMINE who executes the
exchange of all WBHF tokens owned by the client for BHF-tokens owned by
itself.

10.4. In the event that at the time of issuance of the exchange order by the
Client, the Powermine platform is not available to correctly execute the
exchange, POWERMINE undertakes to execute the exchange by any available
means, so that the Client receives the number of BHF tokens subject to
exchange within a period not exceeding 60 working days, from the request by
the Client;

10.5. Once the exchange order has been executed, the balance of WBHF
Tokens in the Client's back office available on the www.powermine.net
Platform will be reduced in the number of tokens whose exchange has been
executed and increased the number of BHF tokens or USDT tokens;

11. The Client may not use the POWERMINE platform or any Service offered by
it:
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11.1. To disguise the origin or nature of income, or to promote any breach of
applicable Laws, or to transact or negotiate any Digital Contraband of Tokens,
Fiat money, funds, goods or income;

11.2. If the applicable Laws prohibit, penalize, sanction or expose the
platform to liability for the Services provided or offered to the Client or any of
its digital tokens or digital token addresses according to these Terms and
Conditions;

11.3. To facilitate, approve, evade, avoid, violate, attempt to violate, assist or
incite the violation of or circumvent applicable Laws;

11.4. To evade taxes under the Laws of your residence or any other
jurisdiction applicable to you or the platform;

11.5. Use Fiat, funds, passwords, property or digital Tokens that have not
been legally obtained and / or that do not belong to you;

11.6. to interfere or subvert the rights or obligations of POWERMINE or the
rights or obligations of any other POWERMINE user or any other third party
or cause legal liability for POWERMINE

11.7. Take advantage of any general or technical failure, malfunction, delay
or breach of security;

11.8. To engage in conduct that is detrimental to POWERMINE or any other
Customer;

11.9. To: (i) participate or attempt to participate in the laundering trade,
identity theft, fictitious trade or price manipulation; (ii) enter orders or quotes
in any digital token market with the intention of interrupting, or with reckless
disregard for the adverse impact on the orderly conduct of trading, or the fair
execution of transactions; or (iii) enter orders or quotes in any Digital Token
market with the intention of creating a false impression of market depth or
market interest;

11.10. Falsify any account, digital token wallet or registration, exchange, or
address management details of digital tokens provided to POWERMINE,
impersonate another person, or misrepresent your affiliation with a person;

11.11. Falsify or materially omit any information or provide misleading or
inaccurate information requested by POWERMINE, including in the
registration or during the course of the administration of any Service;

11.12. Causing injury or attempting to harm POWERMINE or any third party
through their access to the platform or any Service;
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11.13. Market where it is subject to prohibitions or restrictions as established
"Ut supra", access the platform or use any Service that uses any virtual private
network, proxy service or any other service, network or third party product
with the effect of hiding your address IP or location, or accessing the platform
or using any Service that uses a Digital Token Address in or subject to the
Prohibited jurisdiction, or attempting to violate these Terms and Conditions or
applicable Laws.

12. Any use, whether actual or suspected, as described in this paragraph will
constitute "prohibited use." If POWERMINE determines that the Client has engaged
in a Prohibited Use, POWERMINE may address such Prohibited Use by applying an
appropriate penalty, in its sole and absolute discretion. Such sanction may include,
but is not limited to, making a report to any government, law enforcement or other
authority, without providing you with any notice of such report; require the
confiscation of any Fiat currency, funds, property, income or digital tokens in any
digital token wallet you have on the site; and, suspend or terminate your access to any
Service or Fiat currencies, funds, property or digital Tokens from any Digital Token
Address. -POWERMINE may, in its sole and absolute discretion, seize and hand over
your property to any government, law enforcement or other applicable authorities
when circumstances warrant. In addition, if your actions or inaction result in the
imposition of economic costs to POWERMINE, you must reimburse all costs assumed
by POWERMINE generated by your sole fault and non-compliance.

13. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

13.1. The Customer and POWERMINE shall cooperate in good faith to resolve any
dispute, controversy or claim arising out of, relating to or in connection with these
Terms and Conditions, including with respect to the formation, applicability, breach,
termination, validity or enforceability thereof (hereinafter the Dispute”). If the
Parties are unable to resolve a Dispute within ninety (90)  days of notice of such
Dispute being received by all Parties, such Dispute shall be finally settled by Binding
Arbitration as defined in Section 13.2 below.

13.2. Any Dispute not resolved within 90 days as set forth in Section 13.1 shall be
referred to and finally resolved by authorized judicial authority of the Republic of
Georgia.

13.3. The governing law of the Terms & Conditions  shall be as set forth in Section
14.1 herein. The Parties undertake to carry out any award without delay and waive
their right to any form of recourse insofar as such waiver can validly be made.
Judgment upon the award may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof or
having jurisdiction over the relevant Party or its assets. Parties will each pay their
respective attorneys' fees and expenses.

13.4. Any dispute arising out of or related to these Terms & Conditions is personal
to the Parties and will not be brought as a class arbitration, class action or any other
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type of representative proceeding. There will be no class arbitration or arbitration in
which an individual attempts to resolve a dispute as a representative of another
individual or group of individuals. Further, a dispute cannot be brought as a class or
other type of representative action, whether within or outside of arbitration, or on
behalf of any other individual or group of individuals.

14. MISCELLANEOUS

14.1. These Terms & Conditions shall be governed in all respects, including as to
validity, interpretation and effect, by the laws of the Republic of Georgia without
giving effect to its principles or rules of conflict of laws, to the extent such principles
or rules are not mandatorily applicable by statute and would permit or require the
application of the laws of another jurisdiction.

14.2. The Customer shall not assign this agreement without the prior written
consent of POWERMINE. Any assignment or transfer in violation of this Section will
be void. POWERMINE may assign this agreement to an affiliate. Subject to the
foregoing, these Terms & Conditions, and the rights and obligations of the Parties
hereunder, will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of their respective
successors, assigns, heirs, executors, administrators and legal representatives.

14.3. These Terms and Conditions, Disclaimer and Privacy Policy (if such documents
are available on the POWERMINE Website), constitutes the entire agreement
between the Parties and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements and
understandings, both written and oral, between the Parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof, including, without limitation, any public or other statements or
presentations made by POWERMINE about the Tokens or other products and
services the may offer.

14.4. If any provision of this Terms & Conditions is determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, inoperative or unenforceable for any reason, the
provision shall be modified to make it valid and, to the extent possible, effectuate the
original intent of the Parties as closely as possible in an acceptable manner in order
that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally
contemplated to the fullest extent possible.

14.5. POWERMINE may modify these Terms & Conditions at any time by posting a
revised version on the Website, available at https://www.powermine.com. The
modified terms will become effective upon posting. It is the Customer responsibility
to check the Website regularly for modifications to these Terms & Conditions.

14.6. The failure by POWERMINE to exercise or enforce any right or provision of
this Terms & Conditions will not constitute a present or future waiver of such right or
provision nor limit POWERMINE’s right to enforce such right or provision at a later
time. All such waivers by POWERMINE must be unequivocal and in writing to be
effective.
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14.7. Nothing in these Terms & Conditions and no action taken by the Parties shall
constitute, or be deemed to constitute, a partnership, association, joint venture or
other co-operative entity between the Parties. Nothing in this Agreement and no
action taken by the Parties pursuant to this Terms & Conditions shall constitute, or be
deemed to constitute, either Party the agent of the other Party for any purpose. No
Party has, pursuant to this Terms & Conditions, any authority or power to bind or to
contract in the name of the other Party. These Terms & Conditions do not create any
third party beneficiary rights in any person.

14.8. The Customer agrees, understands and acknowledges that this Terms &
Conditions, all the other agreements, notifications and any messages, which
POWERMINE provides to the Customer under these Terms & Conditions  or with
regard to the acquisition the PowerMine digital Tokens by the Customer, can be
provide to the Customer by POWERMINE at it's own discretion in electronic form.
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